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I. INTRODUCTION

In July 2019, one of many amendments tacked onto Pennsylvania’s budget quietly slipped through the state legislature. This provision would grant the attorney general concurrent jurisdiction (with local district attorneys) to prosecute firearms crimes in certain circumstances.1 The law was a targeted volley from conservative legislators toward Larry Krasner, the first-term, reform-minded district attorney of Philadelphia.2 Without naming Krasner, its subject was clear as could be. The attorney general’s concurrent jurisdiction would apply for only the subsequent two years and only in first-class cities.3 Pennsylvania has just one first-class city, Philadelphia, and Krasner’s term as DA would end in two years. The message sent by the law: Krasner, whose reform-centered platform got him elected by the citizens of Philadelphia, was not prosecuting aggressively enough for the more conservative state legislature.

Since the Pennsylvania statute was passed, a number of similar bills giving attorneys general concurrent jurisdiction over certain crimes have cropped up around the United States. These bills are part of a concerted effort by state legislatures to preempt progressive prosecution and should be understood as part and parcel of the broader “new preemption.”4 Just as state legislatures remove discretion from municipalities to make laws over certain contentious areas, the addition of concurrent criminal jurisdiction undercuts local prosecutors’ discretion not to prosecute. Much like with the new preemption, municipalities and prosecutors have little recourse to resist. Hence, the phenomenon of the new preemption and these bills reveal an important structural truth about criminal justice reform: While progressive prosecutors can be powerful means for criminal justice
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reform, state legislatures matter just as much, if not more. Reshaping prosecution requires a focus on statehouses.

After providing an overview of these preemptive laws in Section II, I then argue that preemption of district attorneys bears key resemblances to the new preemption in Section III. In Section IV, I assess the very limited means that local prosecutors and defendants have to fight these laws. Finally, in Section V, I argue that these laws ought to spur a new focus on state legislatures if progressive prosecutors are to be effective reformers.

II. LEGISLATIVE PREEMPTION OF LOCAL PROSECUTORS

The recent district attorney preemption bills fall into two broad categories: those aimed at certain jurisdictions and those aimed at certain crimes. Each type of bill (only Pennsylvania’s statute has been signed into law, so far) undercuts the discretion of local prosecutors to decline to file charges—they enable attorneys general to prosecute cases that district attorneys decline. Besides the Pennsylvania law, another prominent jurisdiction-focused preemption bill comes from Missouri. This bill would grant the attorney general concurrent jurisdiction over certain homicide cases in cities that are not part of a county. Like the Pennsylvania bill, it is couched in neutral language, but Missouri has only one independent city, St. Louis, and the bill clearly targets the progressive St. Louis Circuit Attorney, Kimberly Gardner. The bill has similar political and racial dynamics to Pennsylvania’s law—a Republican state legislator is aiming to curtail the discretion of a progressive local prosecutor for a plurality-Black city in a much whiter state. In Indiana, a state Senate bill would allow the attorney general to appoint a special prosecutor for the crimes that the district attorney, as a matter of policy, declines to prosecute. This bill does not appear to be aimed at a particular prosecutor, but it does target an increasingly common practice

A number of other states have proposed bills that would give the attorney general concurrent statewide jurisdiction over crimes relating to protest and damage to monuments. Such bills have been proposed in Ohio,\footnote{H.R. 723, 134th Gen. Assemb. (Ohio 2020).} Tennessee,\footnote{H.R. 8004, 111th Gen. Assemb., 2d Extraordinary Sess. (Tenn. 2020).} and Pennsylvania.\footnote{S. 1321, Reg. Sess. 2019-2020 (Pa. 2020).} If the local district attorney declines prosecution, these bills would grant the attorney general the power to prosecute, with some of the bills limiting that jurisdiction to cases involving state property.\footnote{See, e.g., \textit{id}.} These bills were introduced during the summer of 2020, when racial justice protests occurred across the United States following the police killings of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor. The legislators introducing these bills made clear that their intent was to more vigorously prosecute crimes associated with these protests, especially when district attorneys declined to do so.\footnote{See Natalie Allison, \textit{Gov. Bill Lee’s Office, District Attorneys Raise Issues with House’s Proposed Protest Legislation}, TENNESSEAN (Aug. 10, 2020), https://www.tennessean.com/story/news/politics/2020/08/10/tennessee-legislature-increase-penalties-protesters-camping-capitol-strip-da-authority/3335597001/ [https://perma.cc/LMT8-X22U].} Just like the jurisdiction-specific bills, the protest bills preempt local prosecutors from exercising their discretion to prosecute less aggressively and less often—in this case, in direct response to protests against racism and oppression in the criminal justice system itself.

The discretion-stripping in both types of bills only functions in one direction. None of these proposed laws undercuts a district attorney’s ability to bring as many and as harsh charges as legally possible. These states would only give the attorney general power to step in when a local prosecutor declines to prosecute. Put another way, defendants covered by one of these bills must now have two separate prosecutors decline prosecution to avoid being charged; the process to not prosecute is made more difficult while the process to prosecute remains the same. Such laws might also have a chilling effect—prosecutors, fearful of the state legislature someday trying to strip away their discretion, would prosecute more aggressively to avoid attention. Thus, these bills would have spillover implications for prosecutors across those states and potentially in other states too.

III. THE “NEW PREEMPTION” AND PROSECUTION

While these laws targeting district attorneys are recent, they bear key similarities to the more long-standing phenomenon of the new preemption. Historically, state preemption of local laws was a matter of policy conflict—if state laws made local law impossible or implausible, the latter would be struck down by a court.\footnote{See Briffault, \textit{supra} note 4, at 2011–14.} The new preemption, though, involves states removing, whole cloth, the
ability of municipalities to make laws regarding certain issues. This more expansive type of preemption has exploded in its scope over the past decade or so. In particular, it often takes the shape of preemptive efforts targeting liberal cities within Republican-controlled states; these laws might target areas of progressive reform such as economic regulation, nondiscrimination laws, and environmental protection. State legislative efforts to circumvent the discretion of district attorneys mimic this phenomenon, though they do avoid the worst excesses of “nuclear preemption”—laws that threaten local officials with fines or even prison time for exercising authority over certain issues.

The district attorney preemption bills contain the same core feature of the new preemption, which is the removal of discretion from local policymakers. Many of the state bills do not remove discretion explicitly, but rather augment it by granting concurrent jurisdiction to the state attorney general. Distinguishing this concurrent jurisdiction from the removal of discretion, though, is a distinction without a difference. These bills convey to district attorneys that, while they might have the legal authority to decline prosecution, the attorney general will swoop in to prosecute. This discretion is no discretion at all. The specifically-targeted nature of these jurisdiction bills also matches the political pattern of the new preemption—they take aim at progressive local policy within conservative states. This recent preemption of progressive prosecutors, like the new preemption, is legislative in nature; in this way, it is distinguishable from other attempts to undermine progressive district attorneys, such as lawsuits by line prosecutors or police departments. Like the new preemption, these bills are intrastate in nature; they are also distinct from cases in which the federal government has aimed to send a political message by prosecuting certain crimes federally.

The preemption of progressive prosecutors is, in many respects, simply state legislators turning the weaponry of the new preemption toward a new target.
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IV. OPPORTUNITIES TO RESIST THE NEW PROSECUTORIAL PREEMPTION

The legal opportunities for district attorneys to resist this type of preemption are scarce. The architecture of states and localities does not mirror the federal system, where robust powers are reserved to the subsidiary government. Local municipalities enjoy no sovereignty of their own but are subsidiaries of the state, which the state can create, regulate, and destroy as it pleases. 22 Thus, state legislatures enjoy near-absolute power to reconfigure local governments, at least so far as federal law is concerned. Any substantive rights conferred to a municipality to govern for itself would come from home-rule provisions in state constitutions or legislation. 23 The legal architecture for local control of criminal law, however, usually functions only in the direction of more criminalization; municipalities can create additional offenses, through local legislation and regulatory codes, but cannot decriminalize something prohibited by state law. 24 Moreover, while most local prosecutors are elected, which does imbue them with some character as a separate governmental entity from the state, 25 they are not a municipal government and likely would not have home-rule powers. Given the plenary power of states over municipalities, it appears unlikely that district attorneys have recourse under federal or state law to challenge these laws and bills preempting their authority.

The racialized nature of these bills, though, might provide one avenue to challenge them—though this legal approach would still be an uphill battle, and would only be available to individual defendants and not the affected prosecutors. As argued earlier, these bills particularly target local prosecutors in cities with much larger Black populations than the states in which they sit. Furthermore, the protest-related bills arose specifically in response to Black Lives Matter protests. These facts imbue some of these preemption bills with the subtextual, if not explicit, intent to predominantly target Black people for increased prosecution. While one does not have a right not to be prosecuted, one does enjoy a right against racially-motivated selective prosecution. 26 Making a selective prosecution claim under the protest bills would most likely be harder than under the jurisdiction-specific bills—this past years’ protests were multiracial in composition, so the bills target not Black people per se but rather those who protest in support of their civil rights. Furthermore, both the protest and jurisdiction-specific bills are facially race-neutral.

The bar the defendant must clear to make a selective prosecution claim, then, is high. A defendant must prove that similarly situated defendants of different races were not prosecuted.\(^{27}\) This standard makes a claim of selective prosecution unlikely to succeed based solely upon the text of these bills—the Pennsylvania law, for example, gives the attorney general the same power to prosecute a white person for a gun crime in Philadelphia as to prosecute a Black person for a gun crime in Philadelphia. If these bills, though, are enacted and prove to be discriminatory over time, that might provide some support to a selective prosecution claim. If similarly-situated white defendants are not prosecuted under the attorney general’s jurisdiction, for example, that fact would aid a Black defendant’s claim of selective prosecution. In sum, though, any selective prosecution claim seems a high bar to clear and one that would require more evidence to develop if and when these bills go into effect.

A final strategy for resisting these preemption laws is not legal but political. Indeed, politics makes strange bedfellows—in the case of the proposed Missouri bill, other prosecutors from around the state rallied against the bill.\(^ {28}\) While these prosecutors likely do not share the progressive goals of St. Louis’ Circuit Attorney Gardner, they have a vested interest in preserving their own jurisdiction and discretion. Prosecutors’ associations have a long history of lobbying for criminal justice policies, and they are often successful.\(^ {29}\) They might, therefore, be able to stymie proposed legislation that would undercut progressive prosecution. On the other hand, the highly targeted nature of these laws might make more conservative prosecutors unwilling to spend political capital and resources in opposing them. If other local prosecutors share the legislature’s tacit understanding that the preemption bills target only progressive prosecutors, they are unlikely to fear that the law would someday circumvent their own discretion. Moreover, in states with strong Republican control of the legislature, these conservative prosecutors would have no reason to believe that control of the legislature might switch parties; hence, they would not have to worry about legislators someday targeting them when the political winds blow the other way. While organized groups of prosecutors have challenged this legislation, most local prosecutors do not have much political incentive to lobby against preemption laws targeted at other prosecutors.

V. CONCLUSION: REORIENTING FROM COURTHOUSES TO STATEHOUSES

The assumption undergirding the progressive prosecution movement is that because prosecutors had a central role in the rise of mass incarceration, they also have a central role to play in its fall. Because prosecutors \emph{had} power, they must \emph{have} power. The former part of this assumption is assuredly true. The massive
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powers prosecutors have to decide what charges to bring, to extract plea bargains, and to pursue sentencing enhancements—amongst others—were central to the United States’ imprisonment spree of the last half-century. Prosecutors hold this power because of the usually unreviewable and usually wide-reaching discretion they wield over what charges and sentences are even on the table in a criminal trial. When deciding whether to seek a charge that would invoke a three-strikes law or a lesser charge, for example, local prosecutors do quite literally hold a life in their hands. Simultaneously, the ambit of the criminal law as a tool for solving social problems has gradually expanded in American society. Hence, prosecutorial power has played a major role in the growth of the American carceral system.

The assumption that this role means that prosecutors will continue to wield power is mistaken, though. The preemption of local prosecutors, as passed into law in Pennsylvania and proposed elsewhere, underscores the conditional nature of prosecutorial discretion. They have it, until they don’t. Prosecutorial power is a series of contingencies. It is contingent upon the state legislature to criminalize some act and upon police to make an arrest for that act. State preemption of local prosecutors reveals another contingency: Discretion is contingent upon state legislatures not taking it away. Put another way, prosecutors are only powerful when the powers of other actors, like the legislature, are held constant. Legislatures, though, do exercise their power — and they do so in political ways. They do not view all prosecutorial discretion as equal. When prosecutors use this discretion in ways that legislators do not approve of, whether by not prosecuting aggressively enough or by supporting protesters, then state legislators will undercut that discretion.

Understanding this phenomenon as part of the new preemption is critical for reform. The prospects for criminal justice reform can be discerned from the reactions of states to progressive local action in other domains. States often act swiftly to curtail local reform via preemptive legislation, and the legal arsenal for resisting this kind of preemption is comparatively minimal. These reforms would be much more secure if implemented on the state level. State legislatures, for example, can produce many of the desired results that progressive prosecutors seek through bail reform, decriminalization, and sentencing reform. The power they wield is legislative, not discretionary. It is absolute, not conditional. Progressive prosecution is an appealing avenue for criminal justice reform because prosecutors are implicated in so many of the worst sins of mass incarceration. Progressive prosecutors do have immense power to lessen the cruelties and inequities of the criminal justice system in the day-to-day decisions they make, especially in the face of legislative inaction. Moreover, the smaller polities they

represent are often more willing to elect reform-minded candidates. The structural weakness, though, of local prosecutors is that they can be preempted and stymied by the state legislature, just as municipalities can. The lesson of the new preemption is that the battle for criminal justice reform must be fought not only in the courthouse, but also in the statehouse.